In a recent paper, Merkurjev showed that for a smooth proper variety X over a field k, the functor M 7 ! A 0 .X;M 0 / from cycle modules to abelian groups is corepresented by a cycle module constructed on the Chow group of 0-cycles of X . We show that if "proper" is relaxed, the result still holds by replacing the Chow group of 0-cycles by the 0-th Suslin homology group of X .
Introduction
Let X be a smooth proper variety over a field k, and let M be a cycle module over k in the sense of Rost [12] . The group A 0 .X;M 0 / is an important birational invariant of X. In particular, if X is rational, this group is reduced to M 0 .k/ for any cycle module M . In [10, Th. 2.10], Merkurjev proves:
Theorem There is an isomorphism, natural in
where CM is the category of cycle modules over k and K X is the cycle module given by the formula K In this note we extend this theorem, when k is perfect, by relaxing the properness hypothesis on X. The replacement of K X involves Suslin homology, or more accurately motivic homology in the sense of Voevodsky [15] . That Suslin homology should arise is clear via Déglise's correspondence between cycle modules and homotopy invariant Nisnevich sheaves with transfers [7] For n D 0 and F D k, we get Suslin homology
Here is a complement to Theorem 1.3: [7, Th. 3.4] ). Then
Theorem
where the tensor product is taken in the category of homotopic modules [7, 1.14] . In particular, if
If we transport the tensor product of homotopic modules to CM via Déglise's equivalence of categories, Theorem 1. 
In the sequel we shall use the following trivial lemma:
2.2 Lemma For any smooth X, any cycle module M and any n 2 Z, we have
3. Two natural transformations
3.A. In one direction
The map
sends the identity map of M.X/ to a "generic element"
Proof: It suffices to do it in the universal case M D H X , f D Id . For this, it is enough to see that the composition
is 0. But the last map is obtained as a limit from the Gysin homomorphisms
where U runs through the open subsets of X and Z runs through the smooth divisors in U .
Lemma 3.1 yields a natural transformation
3.B. In the opposite direction
Let M be a cycle module, U;V two smooth varieties and 2 c.V;U / a finite correspondence in the sense of [15, §2.1]. Assume irreducible: thus, is a closed subvariety of V U such that the projection p W ! V is finite and surjective on a connected component of V . Letting q W ! U denote the other projection, covariant and contravariant functoriality of cycle cohomology [12, § §5 and 12] yield a composition
which extends by linearity to a pairing
3.2 Lemma The composition Proof: Let 2 c.A 1 ;X/ be a finite correspondence. For i D 0;1, the diagram 
for any function field F=k. We extend this morphism to fn W H n .X F ;Z. n// ! M n .F / for any n 2 Z as follows. If n 0, the element
corresponding to˛under the decomposition
2) yields a map
We define fn as the component of f˛n 0 on H n .X F ;Z. n// (see Lemma 2.2 again).
If n < 0, we proceed à la Bass (cf. negative K-groups). For any n 2 Z, suppose fn C1 is defined. We then get a map
Using the isomorphism N nC1 .F .t // ' N nC1 .F /˚L x2A Proof: We have to show that f˛ commutes with the data D1, D2, D3, D4 of [12, p. 329] . For D1 (contravariance for field extensions) and D2 (covariance for finite field extensions), this is already true on the level of Q f˛(see before Lemma 3.2). For D3 (cup-product with units) and D4 (residues), it follows from the definition of fn from f0 , for n 0 and n < 0, and the compatibility of these two definitions. Proposition 3.3 yields a homomorphism
3.C. Compositions

Lemma The composition X;M ı ' X;M ((3.1) and (3.3)) is the identity.
Proof: For˛2 A 0 .X;M 0 /, we have to prove that f0 .k.X//.Á X / D˛. It suffices to show that Q f˛.k.X// W Z 0 .X k.X/ / ! M 0 .k.X// sends the generic point Á X tǫ . But, by construction, it sends Á X to the specialisation at Á X of the pull-back of 2 A 0 .X;M 0 / in A 0 .X k.X/ ;M 0 /, which is obviously equal to˛.
Lemma
The composition ' X;M ı X;M is the identity.
We have to prove that f f .Á X / D f . We first prove that f f .Á X / 0 D f 0 . This amounts to showing, for any closed point x 2 X .0/ , the identity
But the left hand side equals the right hand side by definition. We now prove that f f .Á X / n D f n for all n 2 Z. For n 0, we observe that, with the notation of (3.2), f .Á X / n is the image of f .Á X G n m /: this is checked inductively on n from the formula
and the formula
coming from the identity
For n < 0, we proceed by Bass induction from the case n D 0. Theorem 1.3 is proven.
Proof of Theorem 1.4
To prove Theorem 1.4, we proceed in two steps. The first one gives a weaker result: it is not logically necessary but is enlightening in its own way. In the second step, we obtain Theorem 1.4 as a straightforward application of Déglise's results.
4.A. Generation by units
In [10] , Merkurjev proceeds differently from here: instead of proving that ' X;M ı X;M is the identity, he shows that X;M is injective. This is based on the fact that K X is "generated" by the generic element via units. We shall show here that this is still the case when X is not proper, which yields half of Theorem 1.4.
Definition
Let N be a cycle module and n 2 Z. We say that N nC1 is generated by N n via units if, for any F=k, the map
is surjective, where the component of f at E is n˝u 7 ! N E=F .n u/.
Lemma
Let ' W N ! M be a morphism of cycle modules, and let n 2 Z. a) If ' nC1 D 0 (resp. ' nC1 is a mono, an epi, an iso), the same is true of ' n . b) Suppose that N nC1 is generated by N n via units. If ' n D 0 (resp. is epi), the same is true of ' nC1 . Proof: a) We argue as for the construction of f˛in §3.B: let F=k be a function field. Then ' n .F / is a direct summand of ' nC1 .F .t // (say, via the closed point 0 of A 1 F ).
b) This is obvious.
Proposition Let
F=k be a function field extension. For all n 0, the map M
given on the component x by u 7 ! N F .x/=F .x u/ (where x is viewed as an element of
in which the right vertical map is the projection recalled above, the top horizontal map is the natural map from 0-cycles and the bottom horizontal map is the one of 
4.B. A refinement
For any cycle module M , X 7 ! A 0 .X;M 0 / defines a homotopy invariant Nisnevich sheaf with transfers M 0 : the structure of presheaf with transfers is described in the beginning of §3.B ( [7, Prop. 6.5] gives the functoriality), homotopy invariance is proven in [12, Prop. (8.6) ] and the sheaf property is proven in [6, proof of 6.10]. We note:
Proposition The functor
where tensor product and internal Hom are computed in HI. By [6, 6.2.1], .F / n .F / D F n .SpecF / defines a cycle module, which is easily seen to be the desired left adjoint computed at F.
Proposition Let X be a smooth variety. For
Proof: This is the content of [7, 1.3] . (ii) The map H X ! K induced by the projection X ! Speck is an isomorphism, where K is Milnor K-theory.
(iii) The degree map H 0 .X F ;Z/ ! Z is an isomorphism for any function field F .
(iv) The element Á X from §3.A is defined over k. Moreover, motivic cohomology of smooth schemes coincides with higher Chow groups over any k by [16] , but we will not use this.
These conditions are verified if
5.B. Proof of (i)
Here we use Definition a) of §5.A and assume Y quasi-projective. Let
be an increasing chain of closed subsets, with dimZ p Ä p. The localisation theorem then yields a spectral sequence Proof: This is standard, cf. [9, Ch. II, Th. 8.19]: a) By the valuative criterion of properness, f is defined on an open subset U Â X such that X U has codimension 2. The claim then follows from Proposition 6.1. b) is because in the proof of Lemma 6.4, X U gıf is of codimension 2 in X. c) follows from b). Via Example 6.3, d) and e) are special cases of c).
Remark
Of course, the argument of Corollary 6.5 applies to any functor F on the category of smooth varieties such that F .U / ! F .X/ if X is smooth and U Â X is a dense open subset such that X U has codimension 2 in X. Proof: If X is projective, the vanishing is obvious from Poincaré duality (see end of proof of Proposition 6.1). We get from this case to the general case in a well-known manner by means of the Gysin exact sequences, from Hironaka's resolution of singularities in characteristic 0 and from Gabber's refinement of de Jong's theorem in characteristic p.
6.C. A vanishing under resolution of singularities
